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QUESTION: 35 

An architect is deciding between recommending an HPE Synergy 620 Gen9 Compute 

Module and an HPE Synergy 480 Gen9 Compute Module. 

Which customer need should cause the architect to recommend the 620 rather than the 

480? 

A. The customer needs the highest density of compute modules per frame. 

B. The customer needs a full-height, double-width module that supports up to 10 

mezzanine cards. 

C. The customer needs to host mission critical workloads on the module. 

D. The customer needs more processors to host CPU-intensive business processing 

workloads on the module. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 36 

The compute modules in the Synergy Frame should use a single mezzanine card for 

both their storage and network traffic. The cards connect to an HPE VC SE 40Gb F8 

Module for the interconnect module. The customer needs these uplinks on the 

interconnect module: • two 40GbE links to the data center core  • two 8Gbps Fibre 

Channel links to a SAN switch  What does the interconnect module require to support 

the desired uplinks?   

A. an Interconnect Link to a VC SE 16Gb FC Module   

B. a cluster link to a VC SE 16Gb FC Module   

C. a Fibre Channel adapter for downlinks to the compute modules  

D. a Fibre Channel license    

Answer: D 

QUESTION 37  

An architect is using the HPE Synergy Planning Tool and selects a three-frame 



configuration. Which components does the architect need to add because they are not 

pre-defined by this selection?   

 

 

A. HPE VC SE 40Gb F8 (master) modules   

B. cables between satellite and mastermodules   

C. compute modules.   

D. interconnect (or satellite) modules    

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 38 

An HPE Synergy Frame contains two HPE D3940 Storage Modules in bays 1-4 and 

eight HPE Synergy 480 Compute Modules in bays 5-12. Which interconnect modules 

must the architect plan to connect the compute modules to the storage modules?   

 

 

A. HPE 12 Gb SAS Connection Modules   

B. Brocade 16Gb/12FC Switch Module   

C. HPE VC SE 40Gb F8 Modules   

D. Brocade 16Gb/24 FC Switch Module    

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 39 

A customer needs to combine as many HPE Synergy frames as possible using master 

and satellite modules. Which question should the architect ask the customer to help 

determine the maximum number of supported frames per fabric?   

 

 

A. Do compute modules require 20GbE connectivity or 10GbE connectivity?   

B. Does the solution require the redundancy of multi-chassis link aggregation?   

C. Does the customer prefer a composable fabric option or a traditional switch option?  

D. How many frames will be connected in a management ring?    

 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION: 40 

A customer needs an HPE Synergy interconnect module that meets these requirements: 



• acts as a master module in a multiple frame logical fabric 

• provides advanced Ethernet switching features and is managed by the network team 

• supports 10Gbps downlinks to compute modules and 40Gbps uplinks to core switches 

Which interconnect module should the architect recommend? 

 

 

A. HPE Synergy 10/40Gb Pass Thru Module 

B. HPE 40Gb F8 Switch Module 

C. HPE Synergy 10Gb Interconnect Link Module 

D. HPE VCSE 40Gb F8 Module  

 

 

Answer: A 
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